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The problem of determining the largest volume of a (d + 2)-point set in Ed 
of unit diameter is settled. The extremal poiytopes are described completely. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] Graham asked for the largest area a plane n-gon can have if its 
diameter equals 1. For odd pz the solution is represented by a regular 
iz-gon with unit diameter [4]. For even IZ only the cases n = 4 and TZ = 6 
are solved [2], where the maximal 4- and 6-gons are not necessarily 
regular. 
In [l, 2] the solution of the higher-dimensional analog is asked for: 
Which convex d-polytope with n vertices and unit diameter has the 
largest volume? For n = d + 1 the required polytope is of course a 
regular simplex. The main result of this paper is the solution of the case 
n = d + 2. For the maximal volume we obtain 
(d! 29-l([(d + 2)/2] . [(d + 3)/2])1/2. 
All extremal polytopes will be described. Their combinatorial types are 
represented by the cyclic polytope C(d + 2, d) and by pyramids over 
extremal polytopes of dimension d - 1. The proof is based on a theorem 
of Radon on convex d-polytopes with d + 2 vertices ]3]. 
For a subset X of the Euclidean space Ed let card X, aff X, conv X, 
V,(X) denote the cardinal number, the affine hull, the convex hull, and the 
d-dimensional volume of X, respectively. For a real number I’ we define [r] 
to be the largest integer which is smaller than or equal to r. 
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2. THE CASE n = d -+ 1 
LEMMA. Let X be a set of d + 1 points in Ed of diameter 1. Then we have; 
V,(conv X) s: (d!)-‘((cl + 1)/2”)‘/“. 
Equality holds if and only if conv X is a regular ,sirnplex the edges of which 
haue length 1. 
Proof. It is sufficient to calculate the volume of a regular simplex of 
unit diameter. Let x1 )...) xUfl be the points of X. Let the origin be chosen 
such that C,"_' xi = 0. Neglecting a factor &(lt!)-1 the d-dimensional 
volume of conv X has the following value: 
x2 -x1 
i i 
i 
XIX+1 - Xl 
Orthogonalizing the vectors xi - x1 we obtain the following vectors: 
k-l 
y, := Xk - (fc - 1)-l c Xi , 2<k<d+1, 
i-1 
and so we have 
which i~~~lies V,(conv X> = (d!)-l((d + 1)/2d)1/2s 
3. TgIE CASE n -= d f- 2 
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ProoJ: We may assume that no point of X lies in the interior of 
conv X because the volume will not change if we move an interior point 
to the boundary. A theorem of Radon ([2, Theorem 2.3.61) states that X 
is the disjoint union of two sets A and B such that conv A n conv B i @ 
and2<m:=cardA<d 
Expressing V,(conv X) by means of A and B we shall prove 
V,(conv X) = (,?r)-’ - PC,,-,(conv A) . P’d+llrr(conv B*), where B” is the 
image of B under an orthogonal projection on a subspace which is 
orthogonal to aff A. 
We assume the origin to lie in conv A n conv B and express points of Ed 
in the form (u, v) where (u, 0) E aff A and (0, U) is orthogonal to aff A. 
A consists of points (ai , 0), 1 < i < M, and B of points (q , 6,), nz i- 1 < 
j < d + 2. We have conv X = UT=, conv(X\{(q , O)}). As the intersection 
of any two sets of this union has volume 0 we can state 
V,(c0nv X) = 5 V,(conv (X -- {(ai , 0))). 
i=l 
(1) 
Up to a factor +(d!)-l the &simplex conv(X - ((ai , 0)}) has the following 
volume 
det 
al 0 1 . . . . 
ai-l 0 i 
aicl 0 I . . . . 
a,, 0 1 
a,+, b 1 ??+1 . . . . 
b’ i lZt2 
= det 
The sign of det Di := det(a, .., cl , aL+l ,..., n,,) is an alternating 
function of i. To prove this we represent the origin as a convex combination 
of the ni, namely 0 = XL, X,ai , where Cz, hi = I, Xi 3 0. For at 
least one k we have h, > 0, which implies aA: = - Cifk (h,/h,)a, . For 
i f k we now have det Di = (- l)k-i(Xi/h,C) det D, and so det Di has been 
proved to be of alternating sign. 
Using this fact it follows 
al 
aiel 
ai+l 
(2) 
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For m an jnteger we have: 
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